IELTS Test Preparation Course

3 MONTHS (180 HOURS)
DESIGNED FOR CLASSROOM DELIVERY
Preparation course where learners acquire the specific reading, writing, listening & speaking skills required to succeed on the IELTS test.

General English Curriculum

FOR LEARNERS 15+ (CLOUD HOSTED)
DESIGNED FOR CLASSROOM DELIVERY

• Based on Common European Framework of Reference and Covers A1, B1, B2 and C1 levels

• Each level has 8 modules with 24 lessons and 8 comprehensive module reviews

• Lesson plans assist instructors to use CELTA teaching methodologies

• Flipped classroom methodology supports personalized learning outcomes and classroom management
Exploiting Technology to Acquire English
A key objective for the company has been to meet the needs of today’s highly mobile ESL students by providing a competitive alternative to static, out of date textbooks.

CLOUD NINE ADVANTAGES
- Learning outcomes based on CEFR pedagogy
- CELTA teaching methodology built into delivery of all lesson plans
- Flipped Classroom supports personalized study programs
- Cloud Nine ESL Program provides in-depth learning content
- Content is current, relevant and engaging

CLOUD NINE BENEFITS
- All lesson plans are created by Cloud Nine
- Teachers spend more time on teaching
- Faster language acquisition
- Structured Learning
- Prolonged retention of language skills

SPECIAL PRICING
$20 per student (down from $35/student)
Valid until March 31st, 2019

Please contact us for a quote.

CONTACT US
1(866) 999-5292 x 5681
Cloud9@magiclanternmedia.com

Visit http://cloudnineesl.com